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ABSTRACT

The ethics of recent productivity improvement strategies requires an open and inclusive dialogue among diverse stakeholders, as well as customer-based accountability. By contrast, the expertise of managers in the past tended to drive a public productivity improvement process that involved little dialogue and customer-based accountability. This article examines fundamental values in productivity improvement and relates these to increased dialogue and customer-based accountability.
INTRODUCTION

An important characteristic of recent productivity improvement efforts is the incorporation of new values and beliefs. Employees are increasingly expected to have heightened awareness of their customers' needs and to involve them in decision-making. This often involves a dialogue which cuts across different organizations, priorities and belief systems of stakeholders, and which seeks agreement for service priorities, delivery mechanisms and evaluation criteria. Employees are also expected to accept greater accountability for satisfying their customers who, in turn, are responsible for providing feedback to employees about their performance. The success of these strategies depends in large measure on the extent that employees, managers and stakeholders actually adopt new values and core beliefs about their roles and standards of accountability.\(^{(1)}\)

This article addresses such questions as: Which values and behaviors are employees and managers expected to have today? What ethical issues do these values and behaviors raise? What is the role of dialogue in resolving these issues and how do they affect stakeholder relations? How do these concerns compare with previous productivity improvement efforts?

This article defines productivity improvement as a set of management practices and analytical techniques that aim to increase the effective and efficient use of resources to produce outcomes.\(^{(2)}\) This definition includes a broad range of traditional and modern management strategies that scholars and practitioners of different orientations (for example, industrial engineering, economics, applied psychology, and management) have developed.\(^{(3)}\)

WHY ETHICS MATTERS

The idea that values and ethics are important in productivity -- indeed, that they are central to goal-setting and implementation-- is
not widely shared by scholars and practitioners in public administration. One perspective, which might be labeled the “engineering” viewpoint, regards productivity as either a quantity (How high is our productivity, and how has it changed during the last month?), a measurement practice (What is the correct way to measure productivity?), or as a set of specific practices to increase productivity (What should we do to increase productivity?). The latter includes practices which aim to optimize labor efficiency through, for example, ergonomics and time management techniques. The engineering perspective frequently takes productivity objectives as given, and identifies the most efficient ways of achieving these goals. A typical example of this approach is optimizing bus schedules to minimize costs. Analysis often focuses on ways to reorganize production processes in order to reduce cost, time and effort. Ethical considerations are seldom discussed, which are delegated to the realm of interesting, but are not very pertinent issues.

We disagree. Ethics is concerned with the rules and standards for determining what is ‘right’ conduct and behavior. Ethics are involved in (i) determining how productivity objectives are determined (for example, the extent that stakeholder interests should be taken into account in determining effectiveness goals, as well as the extent that stakeholders should be involved in setting goals); and (ii) determining how productivity improvement is implemented (for example, the extent that employees and stakeholders should be consulted prior, during and after implementation, as well as issues involving the administration of incentives and punishments in productivity improvement and its implementation). Ethical reasoning is also involved when (iii) managers must explain or justify the above decisions, for example, how they come to prioritize some objectives above others.

Justifying efficiency increases is relatively easy, because they free up resources that can be used for other purposes. However, the task is much more delicate when the competing demands of
effectiveness, efficiency and equity must be balanced because of new priorities or implementation strategies. For example, bus service should not only be efficient in delivery systems and financial self-sufficiency, but also fair with regard to neighborhoods and effective in meeting the needs of different populations. In short, ethics involves the time-honored question: by what measure do we know that we are doing the right thing?

The inclusion of ethical issues, then, is an extremely practical effort that is often critical for operational success. Research shows that successful entrepreneurial public managers often have strong orientations toward ethics. Because of extensive effort, the productivity value change to more customer responsive mindset requires a genuine understanding by employees and a conviction to do the right thing, despite its newness and challenges. Employees and managers who believe that services should reflect their customers' needs and priorities are more likely to consider alternative objectives and perspectives. They are also more likely to ensure that the way in which services are delivered reflect ethical standards and stakeholder needs. By contrast, managers who do not feel strongly about these ethical aspects of productivity improvement are less likely to consider alternative service objectives, delivery processes and decision-making processes.

Implementation research also shows that resistance from diverse stakeholders (i.e., employees, clients, managers and elected officials) is a frequent cause of failed productivity efforts. Employees and stakeholders resist when they feel excluded from decision-making, or when they do not understand the need or rationale for change. Ethics is also important in the way that decision-making about productivity improvement occurs. Dialogue with stakeholders, which is genuinely open and committed to information sharing and building understanding, is one of several practical ways to increase ethical awareness and ensure that stakeholder concerns are addressed. Such communication helps employees rethink not only how they deliver
services but why. Increased dialogue with stakeholders forces managers and employees to pay careful attention to client interests, such as through focus groups and complaint analysis. Increased dialogue is an important strategy for enhancing awareness of ethical issues and ensuring that services meet customer-defined standards of accountability. (6)

**TEN BASIC VALUES**

The increased emphasis on dialogue and customer-based accountability reflects a basic shift in values that underlie productivity improvement efforts. Productivity values are distinguished according to the ends (substantive elements) and means (process elements) of productivity improvement. The five substantive elements are: efficiency, effectiveness, dependability, responsiveness (including outcome equality), and external compliance standards. Heightened *customer-based accountability* reflects the increased importance of effectiveness, dependability and responsiveness. Five process elements are openness, consultation (including procedural equality), inclusiveness, standards for participation (including the qualification of experts), and shared responsibility. The heightened emphasis on *dialogue* today reflects values of increased openness, consultation and inclusiveness.

*Effectiveness* is defined as program outcomes that are accomplished, for example, the degree to which the bus system meets the various transportation needs of the community. Productivity improvement analysts often distinguish between short-term outcomes (outputs) and long-term outcomes (goals). The extent to which buses meet a region's long-term transportation needs is a program goal, whereas the number of buses in service in a given period to accomplish the various needs is considered an output.

*Efficiency* is often defined as outputs divided by inputs, for example, the cost of timely bus service, per passenger or bus. The
dual emphasis on both effectiveness and efficiency as substantive
elements of productivity distinguishes public productivity from that
in for-profit organizations. In business, success often focuses on
profitability which leads to an emphasis on efficiency. By contrast,
effectiveness is often more important in public organizations. Citizens
are often more concerned about the availability of bus service than
with the cost of providing this service. This is not to say that
efficiency is unimportant to policy makers and public administrators,
but it is often of secondary importance.\(^7\)

*Dependability* concerns the reliability, timeliness and lack of
error in the delivery of services. For example, bus service should be
dependable, that is, be on time. Likewise, Emergency Medical
Services (EMS) should arrive promptly and services should be
rendered without mistakes.

*Responsiveness* is defined as the extent that service outcomes
respond to the needs and rights of those receiving the service. In this
regard, a key decision is whether all clients should receive the same
service, or whether services can and should be tailored to individual
needs. A practical reason for opting toward the latter is that uniform
services seldom achieve high levels of client satisfaction and also that
technology improvements in many areas have enabled greater degrees
of customization without a significant loss in efficiency.

*External standards* concern the extent that service delivery is
required to meet performance standards, eligibility requirements,
health and safety standards, and equity measures. For example,
external standards determine the accessibility of buses by disabled
persons. Setting criteria involve issues about how these standards are
determined, and by whom. Another concern is that uniform services
which may not satisfy reasonable individual needs.

*Openness* is a process element which is defined as the extent
that productivity improvement processes are transparent, that is, that
improvement data and decision-making processes are shared with stakeholders. Openness generally increases trust and, hence, stakeholder participation, acceptance and commitment to productivity efforts. Openness is critical to authentic dialogue that helps stakeholders understand and overcome their differences. Some bus services make their performance results available to riders.

Consultation concerns the extent that stakeholders are questioned about and involved in determining their needs. Bus companies often consult users, employers and others to better determine their schedules. Consultation may raise issues of fairness, and in some instances stakeholders may have legal rights or ethical expectations to be included in various aspects of decision-making.

Inclusiveness concerns the range of actors who are consulted in planning for productivity improvement. In recent years, demands for inclusiveness have required more broad-based consultation. Greater inclusiveness of those consulted along with greater demands for openness have led to new (and more) forums in which many stakeholder groups can express their views.

Qualification (i.e., eligibility) limits the range of stakeholders who may participate in decision-making processes. Decision-making processes may be open only to elected officials, appointed officials, experts, and others who meet qualifying standards. Whereas inclusiveness broadens the pool of stakeholders, qualification limits participants in dialogues about service needs and productivity improvement. An emphasis on qualification increases efficiency and control. However, recent emphases on inclusiveness have often forced public managers to reconsider what individuals or groups they should exclude (for example, being a minor, legally incompetent, not a “legitimate” representative, lacking expertise or credentials, etc.).

Finally, shared responsibility is defined as the extent that the stakeholders or service recipients are included in decision making and
service delivery. Shared responsibility is often the price for admission
to decision-making processes. Shared responsibility can increase
efficiency (co-production stretches existing resources) as well as
effectiveness (shared decision making increases responsibility-taking
by stakeholders which produces better results) when implemented
properly.

THE ETHICS OF TRADITIONAL PRODUCTIVITY
IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES

The family of traditional productivity practices is diverse. Through the 1960s, productivity best practices included those
developed in industrial engineering (such techniques as demand
analysis, time-travel analysis, task analysis, process flow analysis,
work distribution analysis, performance standards), project
management (for example, PERT charts), economics (cost-
benefit/effectiveness analysis, full cost analysis, break-even analysis,
discounting), budgeting (program budgeting) and management
techniques (for example, organizational design, strategic planning). (9)

Table 1 examines the above values as they characterize
traditional productivity practices. Implications for dialogue and
customer-based accountability are discussed below. Low value
emphases do not imply the absence of consideration but, in some
instances, merely that consideration has increased over time. Many
traditional productivity improvement efforts emphasize efficiency
over effectiveness. The purpose of PERT charts, demand analysis,
time-travel analysis, cost-benefit analysis, and break-even analysis is
to increase efficiency. These tools provide little guidance to decision-
makers in the way of determining which outcomes they should pursue
(i.e., effectiveness). However, the tools do suggest how these
objectives are most efficiently pursued. The efficiency objective is
also present in much organizational analysis of the 1950s and 1960s,
which often addressed the issue of identifying the most efficient way
of accomplishing given objectives. (See Table 1.)
TABLE 1
Traditional Productivity Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substantive Elements:</th>
<th>Low Emphasis</th>
<th>High Emphasis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependability</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Standards</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Elements:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusiveness</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Responsibility</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The efficiency orientation of traditional productivity improvement strategies is consistent with the politics/administration dichotomy which holds that elected officials should set policy and administrators should implement it. Indeed, those employing the dichotomy assumed that administrative discretion was tightly circumscribed. Customer-based accountability was often limited to making incremental efficiency improvements within existing policy guidelines. Broad-reaching improvements required direction and authorization from elected officials. In this manner, public officials might be tightly limited in their ability to determine bus routes, frequencies and amenities. Such limited discretion also made strategic planning less useful in the public sector during this period. Public managers often had little authority to implement the results of such
exercises, because these responsibilities typically belonged to elected officials.

Another characteristic of traditional productivity improvement efforts is the wholesale use of political and policy experts in setting standards for public programs. Quite often, standards were legislated into public programs, for example, in health and environmental regulation. As Table 1 suggests, productivity improvement efforts relied on external standards. In other instances, public managers assumed the role of experts and relied on professional organizations to set service standards. For example, the standard of eight minutes for EMS arrival to the incident scene was set by the American Ambulance Association. Standards for lawyers were set by the American Bar Association. Many of these standards concern minimally acceptable or average levels of service reliability. In recent years, this strategy of setting standards has been far less satisfactory in meeting public expectations, as declining perceptions of public services indicate.\(^{(10)}\)

In many instances, dialogue was limited to elected and appointed officials who determined the services to be provided and how administrators would provide those services. Clients were assumed to affect service delivery through their elected officials, and productivity improvement strategies included few means of direct input or consultation from clients and citizens. By design, having expert knowledge was an important qualification for participating in decision-making, because only experts were assumed to understand the intricacies of cost-benefit analysis, linear programming, work distribution analysis, organizational design, and so on. Therefore, dialogue with citizens was viewed as unnecessary or even as a source of bias. Elected officials ensured through the political process that programs did not stray too far from citizen and client interests. This hierarchical notion of accountability, marginalizing the direct input of service recipients, is less appropriate in an information-rich society.\(^{(11)}\)
In sum, the context in which traditional productivity improvement strategies were used, as well as the emphasis of many the productivity tools, limited customer-based accountability and dialogue.

**THE ETHICS OF CONTEMPORARY PRODUCTIVITY STRATEGIES**

There are three main emphases in recent productivity improvement efforts. First, new efforts of empowerment, performance measurement, re-engineering, and customer-orientation are based on philosophies of Total Quality Management which became popular in the mid 1980s (first in the federal government, and then in state and local governments). Second, information technology has become increasingly important since the early 1990s as a tool of both information management and communication. Third, community-based strategic planning has become increasingly important in managing community-wide consensus at all levels of government.\(^{(12)}\)

These productivity improvement strategies emphasize effectiveness over efficiency. Public services are increasingly evaluated on the basis of their effectiveness, for example, that bus services meet regional transportation needs, that students do learn their three R’s, that recidivism declines among inmates, and so on. The increased importance of effectiveness reflects widespread public dissatisfaction with public services, which has led to greater scrutiny of public services. Such concern has also increased the importance of other criteria, too. Services must be timely, responsive, reliable, accurate, error-free and customer-friendly, and convenient, too. Furthermore, tightly constrained budgets has increased the use of public-private partnerships and user fees in service delivery. Thus, for example, bus transportation managers now must provide responsive and effective service to those who rely on it as a sole means of transportation, to those who use it for business computing, and to
those who see it as an air-quality enhancement. Further, they must do so in an efficient and dependable fashion. Table 2 shows that present productivity improvement strategies are based on a broader range of values than in the past.\(^{(13)}\)

This shift in values has increased the responsibility of public managers in making policy-based decisions. Although oversight is still provided by elected officials, public managers have real-time responsibility for ensuring customer and citizen satisfaction. They are no longer only held accountable for implementing policy, but also for ensuring citizen and client satisfaction. This increases the need for direct, customer feedback as well as greater involvement by citizens and clients in assessing public services. Thus, the politics/administration dichotomy sometimes becomes unworkable and is replaced by a more flexible politics-administration-citizen partnership. The ethics of this partnership requires that each party accepts responsibilities. Specifically, public managers must now proactively obtain customer input for their management decisions, and elected officials must direct their oversight to holding public managers accountable for outcomes rather than mere compliance. In doing so, public managers are now held accountable by more stakeholders, and they are judged by more diverse and comprehensive criteria that are suggested by these stakeholders.

Dialogue has become increasingly important as managers balance competing objectives while maximizing stakeholder satisfaction. By bringing stakeholders into decision-making processes, and increasing dialogue among diverse groups, managers can hope to achieve community consensus (though perhaps not unanimity) for their program goals and delivery processes. As activists know, the price of influence is sometimes shared responsibility and co-optation. Dialogue is thus more than information: it is consensus-building among different stakeholders which makes customer-based accountability result in greater support
TABLE 2
New Productivity Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substantive Elements:</th>
<th>Low Emphasis</th>
<th>High Emphasis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependability</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Standards</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Elements:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultation</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Responsibility</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for public services. Public managers, in this view, must take leadership to ensure that their decision-making processes are open, consultative and inclusive.

Indeed, managing the new politics-administration-citizen partnership requires more, rather than less, dialogue among partners. Obviously, partnerships require a degree of trust which involves commitment to common values and ends. They also require on-going dialogue and information exchanges so that parties can readily adapt their efforts to changing circumstances or expectations. This is also the case when programs are implemented through private providers,
where public agencies need on-going feedback to adopt corrective policies. The process values of the new productivity improvement efforts are aligned with these purposes. TQM processes are consultative and inclusive. Survey research is used to solicit information from the population of citizens and clients, and information technology is increasingly used to speed up interactions among stakeholders and providers. Focus groups and quality circles are used to seek continuous improvement. Community-based strategic planning is increasingly used to generate consensus among diverse stakeholders about policy and program priorities. These processes emphasize inclusiveness and openness.\textsuperscript{(14)}

**CONCLUSION**

Productivity improvement involves standards of conduct that ultimately determine what is considered right or wrong. These standards concern how productivity improvement objectives are determined, how they are implemented, and how they are justified. In this regard, decision-making efforts in productivity improvement are increasingly open, consultative, and inclusive. That is, they involve greater dialogue among stakeholders and public managers. In addition, stakeholders are also holding public services directly accountable by influencing service objectives. Although public managers are still experts in many areas, their expertise no longer dominates productivity improvement efforts. The objectives of productivity now emphasize effectiveness over efficiency (which is still relevant), and dependability and responsiveness over conformance with external standards.

These new values have consequences for ethical issues involving productivity. In the past, many ethical issues focused on qualification factors for stakeholder participation in decision-making processes, and the importance of accountability to elected officials through processes of policy implementation and oversight. The new ethics issues concern a redistribution of power (leadership, oversight, and responsibility) among the partnership of citizen-clients, elected
officials, and public managers. Instilling trust and communication among participants in ways that are perceived as both fair and efficacious is another important thrust of (and challenge for) ethical management today.

More than before, productivity improvement requires values and ethics that are shared among different stakeholders. Such consensus requires processes of dialogue that are based on awareness that partnerships are increasingly necessary between elected officials and public agencies. Increasingly, citizen-clients must be consulted in order to effectively resolve myriad public problems. The great challenge is that common values must sometimes be developed against a background of contentious relations, such as between legislatively elected and executive appointed officials, a skeptical public and public agencies, rival public and private providers, and so on. The need for dialogue has never been greater. It must be based on shared understanding about the need for cooperation and the ability to implement structured processes of decision-making that are guided by values of openness, consultation, inclusiveness and shared responsibility. Effective productivity improvement increasingly requires that managers are skilled mediators and process facilitators as well.
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